Design

Using our industry expertise and
creative flair, REM Design can help
you plan your dream salon, offering
advice on products, colours and
layout to help you get the most out
of your budget.
Whether your salon is large or small, and
regardless of budget, we are always
excited by the opportunity to create an
environment that is stimulating, motivating
and inspiring for your staff and clients.
With an extensive range of furniture to
choose from, you can personalise your
salon by using our REM Design service. The
REM Design experience begins with one
of our knowledgeable team members
arranging to meet with you to discuss
your project. During this visit, accurate
site measurements will be taken before
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discussing your needs and preferences,
and explaining the REM Design process
- detailing styles, colours, quantities and
potential layouts to help you realise your
dream.
Once back in the office, our design team
uses the measurements taken to create
a set of bespoke scaled floor plans and
3D visuals to suit your brief. Our state-ofthe-art, industry-leading CAD technology
ensures that these visuals accurately
represent both your salon and our design.
We combine your vision with our expertise
to deliver a range of inspired designs that
will accurately represent your brand.
When your requirements include items not
offered on our standard range, such as
reception desks, seating or styling sections,
we can design and build bespoke
solutions to your exact specifications using
REM Bespoke.

At REM, we understand that today’s
working environments have to be
responsive to the changing needs of the
contemporary workplace. With this in
mind, the designs we offer are inspirational
and tailor-made to reflect the image and
reputation of your salon.
This service is available for £225 + vat,
which is refunded upon placement of an
order totalling £3000 or more.
REM’s extensive showroom in their factory,
Nelson Lancashire is open to visitors 5
days a week (Mon-Fri) Appointments can
be made to view the showroom by calling
REM Reception on 01282 619977. Please
note that REM deal solely through their UK
distributorship and so no direct purchases
can be made during your visit. However,
REM will help and advise you on choosing
the nearest distributor to your business.

For details on the REM Design Service
contact us on: t: 01282 619977
e: sales@rem.co.uk
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Design
Get the look!
'Get the Look!'

For details on the REM Design Service
contact us on:
t: 01282 619977
e: sales@rem.co.uk
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Design
Get the style!

For details on the REM Design Service
contact us on:
t: 01282 619977
e: sales@rem.co.uk
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BRAND
At REM we offer a customised wwbrand
embroidery service to complete the look of
your salon and reinforce your brand in a stylish,
professional manner. We can provide detailed
brand embroidery on all of your styling chairs,
barbers chairs and stools.

COMMITMENT
All we require is for you to send us a full colour
JPEG with your logo, specify the desired size of the
embroidery, and let us do the rest. Our embroidery
team has a wealth of skill and experience, and can
produce accurate, consistent results throughout your
entire salon.

REM has made every effort to ensure that the products presented in this catalogue are as the original. To provide
the highest levels of product quality, we may occasionally alter the material specification of our products. Any such
change will not significantly alter the look or functionality of the product. Dimensions quoted are accurate. However,
if our products need to fit in particular spaces, ensure that you obtain precise measurements and discuss any queries
with our technical staff. All products sold are subject to availability.

Credits
Thanks to the companies and individuals who have contributed to the design and production of this catalogue.
Catalogue Design and Artwork by primecreative.com
Set Design, Styling and Product Photography by REM Studio
Haircare Products by Kevin Murphy
Printing and the Environment
This catalogue is printed by Sterling Solutions using the latest print technology that reduces environmental impact by using 100%
vegetable based inks, low waste and renewable energy sources. 97% of all waste is recycled.
Sterling Solutions is ISO 9001:2000, ISO 14001, ISO 18001, ISO 27001 accredited, and participates in the FSC and PEFC schemes to
promote the sustainable and ethical management of forestry.

© REM UK Limited 2021
See all our products and many more inspiring REM Salon ideas online www.rem.co.uk
facebook.com/remuklimited
twitter @remuksalons
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